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Science Objective Summary and Science Weekly Debrief 

DOY 299: The spacecraft will perform a high-pass reconnaissance flyby of the candidate sample 

site Nightingale (DL15). PolyCam elliptical raster scans will acquire local-scale data on 

topography, albedo, and sampleability to support NFT and TAG. MapCam point-and-stare 

observations will provide data for color maps of the site. OVIRS and OTES (riding along) will 

collect data for local mineral, dust cover index, and thermal inertia maps.  

Each day of the week (DOY 294–301): NavCam 1 will collect images every 2 hours for particle 

monitoring 

Science Weekly Debrief 

For slides and the WebEx recording on ODOCS, click here then follow the path: Folders \ 

Documents and Drawings \ OSIRIS-REx Bennu Proximity Operations \ Science Status \ Science 

Weekly \ 2019-10-24.  

Working group & instrument team updates (Recon A)  

• TAWG – Josh Emery, Andy Ryan 

OTES coverage of Sandpiper and Osprey is limited spatially (not every facet of the shape model) 

and temporally (not multiple times of day for every spot). Efforts are underway to use Detailed 

Survey OTES data from different times of day, as well as OLA information about surface 

roughness, to separate TI from roughness at the sample sites.  

The higher-resolution Recon A data show more local TI variation than observed in Detailed 

Survey. Dark boulders and smooth areas appear to correspond to lower TIs, and bright boulders 

to higher TIs—although caution should be applied to the interpretation of “dark” and “light” at 

high latitudes from the global mosaic. TI variation is apparent within a single, large rock. A band 

of high TI in Osprey does not correspond to any obvious features in the PolyCam images but 

may be explained by topography (a small ridge). The dark area in the center of the Osprey crater 

appears to have low TI, which could be consistent with either a dark boulder or fine-grained 

material.  

Sandpiper’s average TI from Recon A agrees with that from Detailed Survey, but a wider 

distribution is observed in the Recon A data. Osprey TIs from Recon A show a bimodal 

distribution, with one peak corresponding to the Detailed Survey average.  

• SAWG – Vicky Hamilton, Amy Simon 

All OVIRS and OTES data through L3c for Osprey and Sandpiper are blessed (or submitted for 

blessing). See the slides for map delivery timelines. N.B. The observations in Recon A are not 

tailored for spectroscopy.  

https://soedms.as.arizona.edu/oldLogin.aspx?t=6c2d9ce4ed04411697fb2632faec5445


OVIRS was warmer for Osprey (110 K), so some artifacts may be present, but the data look 

good overall. Only very weak (not convincing) pyroxene/olivine detections were found in the 

Osprey spectra. The 3.4-micron band depths and variations are similar between Osprey and 

Sandpiper. The “band 89” map, representing organics and carbonates, shows variation in band 

depths across the Recon A spectra analyzed to date (but recall that some absorption is present 

essentially everywhere on the surface).  

OTES data for Osprey and Sandpiper were collected over a range of local solar times and with 

varying footprint/FOV sizes. The spectra are noisier than those from Detailed Survey but show 

the same general shape. Complete coverage of the Sandpiper and Osprey ellipses was obtained, 

but not from a single pass.  

• IPWG – Dathon Golish 

Registration of Kingfisher images is sufficient for rock counting but has proved challenging. One 

of the adjacent “Mickey Mouse ears” shows an unresolved patch about 2.5 m wide. In color data, 

the site and ears are a little redder than average. No convincing spectra of bright objects were 

obtained owing to their small size. The trajectories of the Recon A flyovers have incidentally 

covered other, previously eliminated ROIs, giving us “free” images that further contextualize the 

Final Four. Most notable of these other ROIs is DL08, which seems to have more unresolved 

area than observed elsewhere (but also rock hazards and steep slopes). DL08 color spectra show 

a drop in the v band, which sets it apart from other sites. In color data, the dark area at the center 

of Osprey looks more like DL08 than like the rest of Osprey. The crater where EX01 occurs 

seems to show a bimodal distribution of particle sizes, with a fine regolith layer filling in the area 

around boulders.  

• AltWG – Olivier Barnouin 

For Sandpiper, a comparison of the 2-cm SPC product with the cleaned 5-cm OLA product 

indicates that the former captures some detail that the latter does not, but also fails to resolve 

some features such as dark pebbles. Overall, the SPC product offers more information about the 

location of features, but not necessarily the topography. The SPC and OLA products resemble 

one another most in smooth areas. A surface roughness map for this site has been produced from 

both sources.  

Science productivity & deliverables updates  

• Crater database – Beau Bierhaus 

The Bennu crater database now contains more than 800 craters, with diameters ranging from 66 

cm to ~215 m. The completeness limit is about 5 to 10 m. The shallow size-frequency 

distributions (SFDs) for craters with diameters less than a few tens of meters persists in this 

updated dataset. Structure in SFDs above this size may be real. David Trang and Beau are both 

mapping craters to assess the impact of different mappers on the dataset, which is relevant given 

that some craters have difficult-to-define borders. Some small craters are demarcated by boulders 

rather than a typical rim, and/or by textural differences between the interior and exterior. Some 



previously proposed craters are now revealed to be something else (e.g., a disintegrating boulder) 

at higher resolution. Some craters are immediately adjacent to boulders of approximately the 

same size, suggesting possible slow-speed impacts; more work is needed to assess this. Ejecta 

simulations from TAG regolith backscatter investigations have relevance for understanding 

particle ejections and crater ejecta distributions. Rotation causes increasing east-west asymmetry 

in ejecta distribution as impact latitude decreases.  

Next steps for the database include completing the inclusion of high-latitude measurements, 

investigating how OLA data may help with mapping uncertain crater borders, adding feature 

labels and topographic information to each crater entry, correlating with other datasets (e.g., 

spectral), and performing a spatial distribution analysis. Beau aims to complete a draft 

manuscript by the end of this calendar year.  

Upcoming meetings  

The next meeting will be a Science Weekly on Thursday 31 October.  

 


